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Schaller and Matthiessen Journey Through the Himalayas:

Two ContemporaryNature Writers SynthesizeScience and Spirituality

Introduction
Long before Charles Darwin 's time, members of Western civilization viewed the
sciences and spirituality as antithetical approaches to life. In the last 150 years, the argument
for superiority of one over the other has continued, and Darwin's theories merely intensified
the debate . However , American nature writing has evolved in a way that often synthesizes
science and spirituality. This thesis will discuss this synthesis, and how two contemporary
nature writers have dealt with the combination of science and spirituality in the natural and
literary world. The merging of these two seemingly opposed subjects may be one of the most
instructive and important approaches to the earth's environment and the future of humankind.
This essay will primarily address the books Stones of Silence, by George Schaller, and

The Snow Leopard , by Peter Matthiessen. These two nature writers, the former a zoologist,
the latter a writer and Zen Buddhist philosopher, made a trek across the Himalayas together in
1973. Schaller and Matthiessen, two very different personality types, had backgrounds and
professional lives that traditional American society would consider disparate, but their writings
show that they have many similarities as well, and that both effectively combine science and
spirituality in their writing .
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In order to understand the scope of this essay, three key terms require definition-definitions which evolve almost daily: science,or scientific writing, will refer to anything
tested or pursued by means of the scientific method. The scientific method, according to
Fritjof Capra (a physicist), comprises three stages:
The first stage consists in gathering experimental evidence about the phenomena
to be explained. In the second stage, the experimental facts are correlated with
mathematical symbols and a mathematical scheme is worked out which
interconnects these symbols in a precise and consistent way. Such a scheme is
usually called a mathematical model or, if it is more comprehensive, a theory
[as in Schaller ' s case] . This theory is then used to predict the results of further
experiments which are undertaken to check all its implications (Capra , 30).
Capra goes on to say that the final stage consists of communicating the results in "plain
language, " both for other scientists and the general population. Stones of Silence is Schaller ' s
communication in "plain language" of his results , though his language at times 'seems
anything but plain (See pages 19 and 20 for deeper analysis) .
Spirituality will refer to an all-inclusive sense of faith in or reverence for something,

not necessarily aesthetic, and not experienced solely in the practice of sectarian religion. In
terms of its epistemology, spirituality lacks the fragmentation and need for verification of
science. "Faith" creates an inward dimension to spirituality that science rarely (if ever) has.
The basis on faith leaves little need for fact or empirical evidence. Most of all, spiritual
experiences seem far more difficult to communicate than scientific discoveries .
Finally, nature encompasses all things in the natural world--things that occur without
human or scientific intervention (e.g., plants, insects, animals [including humans], air, the
sky, water, mountains, etc.) .
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Two Brief Biographies
Peter Matthiessenwas born in New York City in 1927. He served in the United States
Navy from 1945-1946, and graduated from Yale with a BA in English four years later. Not
long after graduation, he co-founded The Paris Review at age 24. Since then, he has married
three times, fathered two children, and written several novels, one of which, At Play in the

Fields of the Lord, was nominated for the National Book Award. The Snow Leopard, one of
his many non-fiction accounts, and a focus of this paper, won the National Book Award in
1979.
Matthiessen ' s books are the results of his travels through numerous countries, and his
books written in the last 25 years contain the religious and spiritual elements of Zen
Buddhism.

The Snow Leopard describes a trip that Peter took with George Schaller less than a year
after Peter's second wife Deborah Love had died of cancer. He wrote about feeling as though
he was forsaking his son when he decided to take the journey, but Peter needed the time to
search for his faith in Zen Buddhism, to study the way others practiced his religion and its
variations, and to rediscover nature. The result is an exquisite account of trials and
tribulations--physical, emotional, and psychological--that led to the writing and publication of

The Snow Leopard . Peter Matthiessen (as shown in Wildlife in America [1959] and The Wind
Birds [1967]) is an accomplished amateur naturalist, not unacquainted with science.
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George B. Schaller, a renowned field biologist, has not only dedicated his life to the
study of living entities, but to the preservation of their habitats and ways of life. Born in
1933, Schaller attended the University of Alaska where he received BA and BS degrees in
zoology and anthropology . He later obtained a PhD in zoology from the University of
Wisconsin . He has worked for the Center for Field Biology and Conservation of the New
York Zoological Society as a research zoologist, and holds the position of adjunct assistant
professor at Rockefeller University. He and his wife Kay have two sons.
Schaller has published many books about his studies in Africa and Asia. These books
include The Year of the Gorilla, The Mountain Gorilla, The Deer and the Tiger, and The
Serengeti Lion , to name a few. Throughout his years of travel, Schaller's wife and sons often

had to move with him to his areas of study during which he often spent more than a year in the
field . His family constantly had to create new lives for themselves, and despite Schaller's
solemn, quiet character, he often notes his debt to his family.
From personal and secondary accounts, including Stones of Silence and The Snow
Leopard , and Nine-Headed Dragon River by Matthiessen, one gathers that Schaller is a serious

but sensitive human being who focuses his work on scientific methodology . However, he also
has a very evident spiritual connection with nature which permeates even his most scientific
writing .

The Men and the Journey
Much of what the reader can learn about both writers comes from passages taken from
Schaller's book about Matthiessen, and vice versa. In Stones of Silence, Schaller often quotes
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Matthiessen, "'This is the first time I really feel that I am in the Himalaya,' comments Peter,
as he tarries on a spur to record his observations and impressions" (216). But Schaller's
comments about Peter prove the most interesting:

"Peter is the best of today's nature writers,

and I enjoyed exposing him to the Serengeti and its wildlife, knowing he would transform his
experiences into an informative, honest, and sensitive account" (208). Schaller and
Matthiessen had watched lions together on the Serengeti. They later talked about the
possibility of trekking through the Himalayas together, and it happened in 1973.
On the journey through Nepal, Schaller and Matthiessen encountered many obstacles .
Weather was almost always the primary concern . These men began their trek in early fall and
had to conclude it before they were trapped by a storm that would close the pass and keep
them at Shey (their goal, a remote monastery) until spring . They were constantly trying to
find more porters, because many quit along the way in the face of harsh conditions . In
addition, snow-blindness, lack of porters, and problems with obtaining permission to enter a
certain area set the expedition back several days.
Matthiessen sums up the course of the journey nicely:
In late September of 1973, I set out with G.S. (the zoologist Dr. George
Schaller) on a journey to the Crystal Mountain, walking west under Annapurna
and north along the Kali Gandaki River, then west and north again, around the
Dhualagiri peaks and across the Kanjiroba, two hundred and fifty miles or more
to the Land of Dolpo (Shey), on the Tibetan Plateau (72, Nine-Headed Dragon
River).
Both men began their journey determined to fulfill a goal. Schaller was content to
study as many species as possible along the way, and at Shey to analyze the habits of bharal or
blue sheep. Matthiessen also wished to study nature, but in a more holistic way, and in order
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to discover his own nature. Matthiessen was very restless at the beginning, because, as he
said in Nine-Headed Dragon River, "I was still stuck in that wide-eyed early stage of [Zen]
practice in which one yearns for 'miraculous' experience of the universal self, for so-called
'enlightenment'" (72).
Schaller states, "Peter seems content, much more relaxed now than at the beginning of
our journey, but I cannot yet submerge myself in the beauty of our surroundings" (221). This
comment seems to say much about both men. They are almost to Tarakot--still very far from
Shey. Schaller' s restlessness stems from his desire to reach Shey and the bharal sheep that
live there , "But for Peter, each new perception , from the pain of a blistered foot to the
animation of a snow slope in the sun, adds to his private quest; he does not need Shey to
complete his experience " (222). In Schaller' s eyes, Peter's release has already begun to
occur--the journey itself to the Crystal Monastery at Shey is a necessary part of Matthiessen's
inner quest and it sounds almost as if Schaller envies this.
Matthiessen 's first mention of Schaller 's character comes from an earlier description :
"Of GS, I had written earlier that 'he is single-minded, not easy to know,' and 'a stern
pragmatist, unable to muster up much grace in the face of unscientific attitudes; he takes a
hard-eyed look at almost everything"' (4). However, throughout the book, Matthiessen's
already apparent, but restrained admiration for Schaller the scientist evolves into a Platonic
love for Schaller the person. At the end of their time together, he remarks,
For want of words, we shake hands once more, knowing that when we meet
next, in the twentieth century, the screen of modern life will have formed again
and we may be as well defended as before . Then I set off across the northern
snow. When I turn to wave, there is no longer a blue parka and brown face,
only the black emblem of a man against the sun, as in a dream. Slowly, the
6

figure raises its right arm. Again I head north, and there at my feet are fine
fresh wolf tracks in the snow. I turn again to yell about the wolves, but the sky
is empty. There is only snow, whirling around the ancient cairn in golden
sparkles (265).

This excerpt evokes many mixed emotions, felt both by Matthiessen and the reader.
Matthiessen longs for his son, is on his way back to him, but seems remorseful at leaving
Schaller, and especially at leaving the beautiful place where he felt he could find
enlightenment. Matthiessen's eloquent words describe the sublime beauty of nature and of
friendship, and cause the reader to feel a similar sense of longing for home.

Schaller and Matthiessen's
Writing and Their Placement
on A Taxonomic Spectrum
"Scientific writing" stereotypically denotes a work that by definition is methodical and
impersonal, whereas "spiritual writing" supposedly lacks scientific methodology. However,
this paper will attempt to prove just how narrow these characteristically Western assumptions
are. Both Schaller and Matthiessen, along with many other nature writers, have discovered
effective methods of synthesizing the "scientific" and "spiritual" in their writing. A brief
history and taxonomy of nature writing, taken mainly from Thomas J. Lyon's This
Incomperable Lande, will provide a basic background for the reader. The way these men

integrate several types of nature writing in one single work, shows their urge toward
synthesizing diverse elements. Other writers of factual literature are beginning to synthesize
these elements as well. It is a gradual movement emerging in Western literature.
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Nature writing has evolved into a literary form over several centuries, and the first true
nature essay may have been Letters From An American Farmer by Hector St. John de
Crevecoeur, published first in 1782. De Crevecoeur's essay is one of seven types in Lyon's
taxonomic spectrum. Most literary works on nature tend to incorporate several areas,
sometimes all, on the taxonomic spectrum. The works by Schaller and Matthiessen are of
similar inclusiveness.
The first taxonomic type, field guides and professional papers, proves highly
methodical and scientific. Schaller 's works, Stones of Silence and The Mountain Gorilla (at
least in part) show definite evidence of this in his historical analysis of each country he has
visited, his detailed maps of the areas he has traveled, and especially in the passages which
describe his observations and findings on different species of wild Asian sheep and goats, and
the African gorilla . Natural history essays, the second type , move toward a more artistic
design of factual information, and Stones of Silence and The Year of the Gorilla epitomize the
natural history essay.
The third type, a ramble is characterized by its combination of natural history, and
close-to-home personal effect, and usually refers to a short instructive nature walk. Both
Henry Beston's The Outermost House (1927) and Thoreau's Walden (1854) contain excellent
examples of rambles. A philosophical interpretation of nature delineates the fourth type,
solitude and back country living essays--the best known example--again, Thoreau's Walden.
Many of Schaller and Matthiessen's works emphasize sublime elements of solitude as well.
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The travel and adventure essay, the fifth type, deals with a separation from society,
an initiation into "wild" nature, and a return to civilization. The traveler journeys deep into
nature and tends to bring back something that deepens people's lives. The Snow Leopard and
Stones of Silence both have characteristics of this category, but The Snow Leopard especially

illustrates what Matthiessen brings back from the Himalayas--a more profound appreciation for
all life, including his own.
The sixth type, essays on farm life honor the American farmer and his family's
working relationship with nature, hailing the farming life as morally superior. De
Crevecoeur's Letters From An American Farmer and Wendell Berry's modern work are
merely two examples. This is the one sub-genre not evident in the books under consideration.
Finally , essays on man's role in nature emphasize humankind's oneness, its unity,
with nature, or question the oneness and unity (a view centuries old in Eastern religion and
tradition and very evident in the books by Schaller and Matthiessen).

Buddhism and the Eastern Tradition (Adapted from Capra's The Tao of Physics)
"The most important characteristic of the Eastern world view--one could almost
say the essence of it--is the awareness of the unity and mutual interrelation of
all things and events, the experience of all phenomena in the world as
manifestations of a basic oneness" (130).

Buddhism was founded in India by Siddhartha Gautama in the sixth century B.C. and
gradually spread throughout the Eastern world. In the last three or four decades, it has spread
to North America as well . There are two schools, the Hinayana and the Mahayana. I will
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discuss the latter of the two because Matthiessen follows the teachings and life ways of
Mahayana.
In Eastern mysticism, the highly intellectual nature of Buddhist philosophy "is seen
merely as a means to clear the way for direct mystical experience which Buddhists call the
' awakening'" (94).

At Buddhism's core lie the Four Noble Truths which carry the

practitioner on the path to enlightenment (becoming one with the "essence" or nature of all
things--finding totality or becoming whole by becoming an integral part of nature):
1. Suffering or frustration stems from human ignorance to the transitory nature
of the world around them.
2 . Suffering also arises from clinging or grasping to the idea of dividing the
world around us into separate parts- -into fixed categories .
3 . Suffering and frustration can be ended by allowing "the oneness of all life
[to] become a constant sensation" (96) . This is called Nirvana or
"awakening . "
4. The eightfold path will end all suffering and lead to Buddhahood . The
eightfold path consists of right seeing, right knowing, four sections of right
action--finding the Middle Way between opposite extremes; and right
awareness and right meditation.
In Mahayana Buddhism, followers of the path emphasize love and compassion as essential
parts of wisdom. Matthiessen practices Zen Buddhism which strictly emphasizes the
effectiveness of meditation.

Zen Buddhists monks also stress the importance of remaining

"grounded" and not getting too caught up in the search for enlightenment.

One, projecting

enlightenment as a separate state, will never attain it.
Another well-known Eastern tradition, Taoism, promotes belief in the complete
interconnection of polar opposites as symbolized in yin and yang. All changes in nature
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consist of the dynamic interplay between yin and yang. Regardless of what seems to be
dichotomous thinking, Taoism, like Buddhism promotes unity of all things in nature. Capra
particularly finds contentment in the idea of the Tao or "the way of things." The Tao is what
ties everything in the universe together , and I doubt highly that Matthiessen would disagree.
I elaborated on Buddhism particularly to emphasize Matthiessen's view of the natural
world, as well as his view of himself on his path to enlightenment and totality . In several of
the passages that come later, Matthiessen' s spirituality, which stems from his religion, can be
seen explicitly in his writing.

Judea-Christian and Hellenic Tradition
Matthiessen and Schaller both grew up in the Hellenic and Judeo-Christian traditions
which view most aspects of the world as dichotomous--good versus evil, science versus
religion , male versus female, and humankind versus nature. But Matthiessen began to study
the Eastern tradition, which emphasizes unity in all things as well as many paths to
enlightenment of the "self" :
The teaching offered us by Lama Tupjuk, with the snow leopard watching from
the rocks and the Crystal Mountain flying on the sky, was not as I had thought
that day, the enlightened wisdom of one man but a splendid utterance of the
divine in all mankind (301).

-andThe village creaks to the soft rhythm of an ancient rice treadle, and under the
windows babies sway in wicker baskets. In the serene and indiscriminate
domesticity of these sunny villages, sow and piglet, cow and calf, mother and
infant , hen and chicks, nanny and kid commingle in a common pulse of being
(29).
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The first quote discusses Lama Tupjuk (a religious leader), the snow leopard (a symbol of
nature and spirituality), the Crystal Mountain (nature), and the "divine in all mankind."
Matthiessen ' s inclusion of all of these seemingly different aspects of his experience denotes
unity in religion, spirituality, nature, and humankind all folded equally into one whole. In the
second quote, the images of mother and young seem to embody mother nature and her natural
offspring including humankind.
Likewise , Schaller's writing portrays science and nature as integral parts of the "way
of things " as both Matthiessen and the physicist Fritjof Capra address the Eastern natural
world view. Like Schaller, Capra integrates science into the natural way of things by
comparing physics to Eastern traditions. Capra points out that physics originally meant "the
endeavour of seeing the essential nature of all things" (20). Capra addresses the problem of
dualism perpetuated by the Western tradition as well: "Thus began a trend of thought which
led ultimately to the separation of spirit and matter and to a dualism which became
characteristic of Western philosophy" (20). The problem with seeing the world in fragmented
parts also receives voice:
The belief that all these fragments--in ourselves [spirit and matter], in our
environment, and in our society-- are really separate can be seen as the essential
reason for the present series of social, ecological and cultural crisis (23).

Perhaps the best way to tie Capra, Matthiessen, and Schaller together is by using a quote from
Capra with which all would agree:
The change of world view that is now occurring [hopefully] will have to include
a profound change of values; in fact, a complete change of heart--from the
12

intent to dominate and control nature to an attitude of cooperation and
nonviolence ... The Chinese sages of old expressed it beautifully: 'Those who
follow the natural order flow in the current of the Tao (335).

Though Schaller does not claim to follow the Tao, and Matthiessen advocates Zen Buddhism,
Capra's statement applies to their values and intentions with great precision.
In the practical sphere, Schaller uses his scientific knowledge and technique to discover
the habits of certain animals and then focuses on finding areas suitable for the preservation of
these species. Schaller argues that most of humankind is destroying itself by destroying
nature , but usually out of ignorance. Hence, man must be an integral part of nature, because
the destruction of the environment includes himself .
As shown above, Capra, Schaller, and Matthiessen search for totality in the effort to
transcend dualistic thinking. Through different professions, these men find a degree of release
from dichotomy in their study and appreciation of the natural world. Schaller and Matthiessen
would probably agree that the natural way of things does not need to be separated into
disparate categories, because, though some things seem paradoxical in nature, they are indeed
an essential part of the natural way or the Tao. Matthiessen, Schaller, and Capra all seem to
agree on many things, but most importantly on the synthesis of science and spirituality with a
consequent emphasis on environmental protection and restoration.
By their communing with nature, Matthiessen and Schaller seem to escape the JudeoChristian/Hellenic constraints imposed by the Western world. They can begin to see nature
holistically, though studying nature from different perspectives. This holistic view appears to
have spiritual resonance for both men, and therein lies another basis of their similarity .
13

Though they come to totality via different paths, they both feel their work to be sacred--not
worthy of just abstract respect, but of active love.

Comparative Analysis
of Stones of Silence
and The Snow Leopard
The following analysis is based upon my opinions and observations. I do not claim
that they replicate the feelings of either Schaller or Matthiessen; they merely reflect one
opinion on points of contrast and comparison in each writer's style, methodology, scientific
content, spirituality and/or religiousness, and advocation of conservation methods .

Title
A strange irony in the interpretations of these books is seen in their titles. Oddly
enough, Stones of Silence denotes an emotional, symbolic, almost surreal title, and Schaller,
the scientist, entitled his book in this manner. On the inside, however, his book has
appendices, maps, sketches of goat and sheep species of the Himalayas, photographs of the
terrain and native people, and detailed sketches of a number of things--from native bird species
to fossilized shell impressions--more to give the reader a concrete idea of what Schaller saw,
rather than being absolutely accurate.
On the other hand, The Snow Leopard, at least one's first interpretation of the title, is
very basic and pointed. One may think that this book contains a study of only one species.
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From its title, the reader may not guess that inside The Snow Leopard, a spiritual journey,
described with poetic detail, awaits exploration.

Organizati.on
Matthiessen published The Snow Leopard in 1978, five years after the journey.
Schaller published in 1980, and even quoted Matthiessen in his chapter directly named for
Matthiessen's book. The layout or organization of each man's book proves very important to
the style employed and content analysis of each book.
Though both writers kept daily journals and framed their books on those journals, the
organization of each book is notably different. Stones of Silence begins with acknowledgments
to the foundations which funded Schaller' s study, then gives 20 anatomically accurate sketches
of facial and horn structures of sheep and goat subspecies in order to allow for comparison.
The book describes several journeys Schaller takes to study different subspecies, the last of
which--the controversial bharal--Schaller sets out to prove is neither distinctly sheep or goat,
but both. He examines these creatures on his "Journey to Crystal Mountain" with
Matthiessen.

The center of Stones of Silence contains photographs of different porters,

sheep and goat species, landscapes, and native peoples, and throughout these densely filled
pages, Schaller places the most accurate maps made to date on the areas through which he
traveled. Finally, the book contains appendices on the species Schaller has studied as well as
other species in the subfamily; on the food habits of wolves and snow leopards at Shey and
Lapche; and again, provides detailed maps of the entire area studied. An extensive index
offers easy access to specific topics.
15

The Snow Leopard also has an accurate index, but it contains additional notes from

other sources Matthiessen has quoted as well. These sources include books by Deborah
Love, George Schaller, and numerous Zen scholars. His maps come at the beginning of the
book and delineate the mountain ranges, rivers, altitudes of passes, and important mountain
peaks encountered on the journey, but most importantly the trails taken, and often forged by
him and Schaller. A second map shows a feature unique to Matthiessen's book--it shows all
Buddhist and B'on monasteries and each area where the caravan made camp. These intricate
maps, filled with scientific details, also illustrate very early Matthiessen ' s spiritual quest,
because he includes religious sites. The body of the book consists of daily journal entries and
reflections and insights made during a particular day and later during the writing and editing of
the book. Matthiessen guides the reader through his spiritual and intimate communion with all
aspects including the human element.
Organization influences style and content. By noting Schaller ' s organization method,
the reader , with a glance, realizes that the book most likely employs scientific techniques
described earlier . The reader will probably enjoy Schaller's refreshing addition of beautiful
imagery and descriptive phrases. The reader will expect much of what Matthiessen gives her-a mystical, spiritual narrative of finding the "self" and one man's search for spiritual
enlightenment. However, Schaller's scientific influence clearly permeates Matthiessen's work.
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Style
Matthiessen the Zen philosopher and Schaller the scientist have unique writing styles
that often evoke similar connotations. These men had embarked on a journey to Crystal
Mountain--Schaller to study Bharal or Blue Sheep, and Matthiessen to find the elusive and
endangered snow leopard (symbolic of the process of trying to find himself).
The following passage taken from Schaller's book reads very much like an excerpt one
would expect from Matthiessen. Schaller gives the reader a vivid picture of his surroundings
and of an alternate way of life . His use of imagery especially rivals Matthiessen's:
the barefoot porters dressed only in shorts and shirts, the sun's humid warmth,
the green lushness of bamboo, banana, and rice, all had an aura of softness, of a
casual life-style in no way indicating what was ahead (204).

An excerpt taken from Matthiessen describing the same area, Pokhara, is similarly packed
with imagery. However, the "casual life-style" Schaller mentioned seems much more
poignant and tragic in Matthiessen's work:
We are glad to go. These edges of Pokhara might be tropical outskirts
anywhere--vacant children, listless adults, bent dogs and thin chickens in a litter
of sagging shacks and rubble, mud, weeds, stagnant ditches, bad sweet smells,
vivid bright broken plastic bits, and dirty fruit peelings awaiting the carrion pig
(11).

Schaller foresees the hardships of the journey, whereas Matthiessen, reading more into the
scene, notes the apparent degradation of humankind.
Matthiessen has several styles of writing--all very descriptive and most often very
emotionally evocative. First, his book includes reminiscences about his deceased wife and his
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young son Alex at home: "D would have loved these mountains. As a girl, my wife had
spent much of her time in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado, and later in the Alps in southern
France; she always wished to see the Himalaya" (76). "How strange everything is. One 'I'
feels like an observer of this man who lies here in this sleeping bag in Asian mountains;
another 'I' is thinking about Alex; a third is the tired man who tries to sleep" (41).
I think of parting with my sun on the day that school had opened, just a month
before, a clear morning of September, of monarch butterflies and goldenrod,
late roses, shining pine needles, of flights of cormorant headed south along the
coast in a dry east wind. Alex asked how long I would be gone and when I told
him he blurted out 'Too long!' I had driven him to school and he was upset that
he might be seen in tears (40 emphasis mine).
Matthiessen seems uncertain about his decision, even now, when his son is half way around
the world. The reflective, wandering, loose prose in this passage undercuts Matthiessen's
usual firm identity.
Matthiessen's writing also deals largely with his encounters with the natural world. He
delineates eloquent natural images and loses himself, it seems, in silent reverie:
Now the air is struck by the shrill of a single cicada, brilliant, eerie, a sound as
fierce as a sword blade shrieking of a lathe, yet subtle, bell-like, with a ring that
causes the spider webs to shimmer in the sunlight (28).
The reader can clearly see, hear, and feel this intimate experience with nature. The reader
becomes involved. Instead of reading Matthiessen's discursive, self-oriented thought, one
finds herself becoming a part of what Matthiessen felt.
Matthiessen addresses the history of a form of Buddhism in Tibet and Nepal:
Gelug-pa reforms since the sixteenth century have not changed the nature of
Karma-kagyu, or not, at least, in such far places as the Crystal Mountain. In its
ascetic disciplines and spare teachings, which discourage metaphysical
speculation in favor of prolonged and solitary meditation, Karma-pa practice is
18

almost identical to that of Zen, which also emphasizes intuitive experience over
priestly ritual and doctrine (191).
Along with historical passages such as the one above, the reader finds personal affirmations of
faith . During a meditation session, Matthiessen's experience suggests the flavor of
enlightenment.

His account of the experience truly takes one's breath away, and at least for

this writer, leads to a personal moment of serenity:

.. .I arrange a rude rock seat as a lookout on the world, set out binoculars in
case wild creatures should happen into view, then cross my legs and regulate
my breath, until I scarcely breathe at all.
Now the mountains all around me take on life; the Crystal Mountain
moves. Soon there comes the murmur of the torrent from far away below under
the ice: it seems impossible that I can hear this sound. Even in the
windlessness, the sound of rivers comes and goes and falls and rises, like the
wind itself. An instinct comes to open outward by letting all life in, just as a
flower fills with sun. To burst forth from this old husk and cast one's energy
abroad, to fly ... (211)
Finally, he includes intimate descriptions of the world and especially the people around him:
Tukten has elf's ears and a thin neck, a yellow face, and the wild wise eyes of a
naljorpa, or Tibetan yogi. He radiates that inner quiet which is often associated
with spiritual attainment, but perhaps his attainment is a dark one. The other
Sherpas are uneasy with him, they mutter that he drinks too much, uses foul
language, is not to be trusted . Apparently he has demeaned himself by taking
this job as a porter. Yet they defer to him as if he possessed some sort of
magic, and sometimes I think I feel his power, too (52) .
Matthiessen has a variety of passages which show his flexibility as a writer. He
addresses people, nature, Zen Buddhism, and his family in equally eloquent passages which
provide detailed images whether mystical or concrete. The concrete images, indeed, suggest
in their lifelike quality the aura of the inexplicable.
Scientific methodology permeates Schaller's work; however, he does have many
beautifully aesthetic descriptions.

He includes the historical background of each area to which
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he travels; the lay of the land; research notes and scientific conclusions; encounters with
humans and the natural world; and finally, warnings and suggestions for conservation practices
(which will be addressed later). The following excerpts show the expository clarity Schaller
strives for.
History:

Some 4,500 square miles in size, Chitral encompasses the drainage of the Kunar
River in the northwestern corner of Pakistan bordering Afghanistan. Until 1969
the area was a semiautonomous state presided over by a royal family whose
ruler was called the mehtar. After Pakistan's independence in 1947, the royal
family progressively lost power until, just before my visit, the government
incorporated Chitral into the Northwest Frontier Province. With this decline,
many members of the royal family abandoned their mountains for such cities as
Peshawar and Rawalpindi, and correspondingly neglected their properties,
including the private hunting preserves (9).
Biology:

Twinning was obviously common and the survival rate of young seemed good .
. . Though stocky in build, the goats were incredibly agile, traversing ledges so
precarious that footholds seemed more imaginary than real (11).
This brief quote illustrates some of the biological aspects of the animals Schaller studies. In
Stones of Silence, Schaller writes about tigers, tahr, monkeys, all kinds of animals. He seems

to find the beauty of each animal by studying and enumerating its characteristics, habits, and
instincts:
The Himalaya has three species of true goats, all of which I studied. The ibex
inhabits the highest peaks, ranging upward to the limit of vegetation, its most
distinctive feature being a series of knobs along the front of long scimitarshaped horns. The two other species live at lower altitudes, usually below
12,000 feet. The wild goat also has scimitar horns, but with a sharp keel rather
than knobs in front, and the markhor has uniquely spiraling horns (Schaller, 5).
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Schaller states his scientific objectives for journeying to Tibet as well (stating the hypothesis
and proposing a method of study are essential to the scientific method):
Any scientific endeavor needs focal points beyond the desire to gather knowledge, and
the Asian sheep and goats present fascinating biological problems. The wild goat is the
progenitor of domestic goat and the urial of domestic sheep, yet no one had tried to
find out whether the wild and domestic forms differ in behavior, whether 12,000 years
of domestication modified what evolution created in several million years. Is the
bharal sheep or goat? A study of its ecology and behavior might provide an answer"
(5).

He does not seem to relate well to humans in many cases, because scientifically, human
actions and reactions can be difficult to understand and analyze. Perhaps this is why Schaller
does not form the kind of friendship with the porters that Matthiessen does. However:
Sometimes I took Phu-Tsering with me. Like all Sherpas he was small and
sturdy with straight black hair and light coppery skin. I liked his broad, kind
face, his gold-toothed laughter. After a hard search for animals he would report
back to me: 'Jharal, sah,' using the local name for tahr, and point delightedly in
their direction. He would wait for hours as I watched tahr, neither asking why
I did so nor showing any interest in what I recorded in my notebooks, yet there
was a feeling of companionship (188).

This is the nearest Schaller comes to showing a closeness to anyone except Matthiessen, but
even with Peter, George seems comparatively closed. Most of Schaller's accounts of people
read more like the following:
Our hostess is obviously delighted to have an audience and she talks incessantly
while holding a handful of sheep's wool and spinned thread on a small twirling
distaff. Since she has absorbed everything of import in this valley, she is a
valuable informant (268).
Schaller sounds far more concerned with information than with the character of the woman,
her lifeways, or her values, whereas Peter's descriptions prove much more personal and
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caring: "Good Dawa in his orange knee socks--he is a big strong fellow but so shy that he
cannot look a sahib in the face ... " (39) -andSince I am lame, Tukten and Dawa are ahead, and their humble shapes, bent
under loads, rise up in silhouette on the solar fire; like faithful pilgrims at the
gates of Heaven, they appear in halo, burn, and disappear (304).

Methodology and
Interpretation of
the Snow Leopard
Both Schaller and Matthiessen approach their work methodically--both keep detailed
daily journals. But Schaller's writing focuses mainly on the species he currently studies , whereas
Matthiessen's includes vivid description and deep personal insights and interpretations.
Matthiessen often takes two pages to explain or depict what Schaller notes in one sentence or
less. For instance, each author interprets the same encounter with snow leopard "scat" very
differently , but their initial reactions read about the same.

Schaller: "I walk ahead of the others to look for tracks on the dusty trail and am
rewarded by the pugmarks of a snow leopard and a set of droppings containing
bharal hair" (229).
Matthiessen : "High above the lake, GS turns to wait; he points at something on
the trail. Coming up, I stare at the droppings and mute prints for a long time. All
around are rocky ledges, a thin cover of stunted juniper and rose . 'It might be
close by, watching us' murmurs GS 'and we'd never see it.' He collects the
leopard scat and we go on" (150).

Schaller picks up the scat and does not say much about how he feels. On the other hand,
Matthiessen stops and "stares" in awe or possibly in meditation. He also adds more imagery.
Though Matthiessen's interpretation of the account contains more description, it seems brief,
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considering the importance the snow leopard holds for him. However, three pages later,
Matthiessen records his interpretation of a conversation about their encounter with the snow
leopard that he had with Schaller later that night. Matthiessen surprises the reader with a
somewhat scientific description of the snow leopard:
... The snow leopard is the most mysterious of the great cats; of its social system
there is nothing known. Almost always it is seen alone; it may meet over a kill, as
tigers do, or it may be unsociable and solitary , like the true leopard (153).

Matthiessen probably received most of his information from Schaller. The reader expects
something emotional or mystical , but instead finds an in-depth description of the facts known
about the snow leopard, that lasts for more than a page. However, Matthiessen's previous words
show his emotional fascination with the elusive animal, and throughout the book a deep
connection with the nearly extinct cat evolves into something spiritual: " ... had I been ready, he
might have led me far enough along the path 'to see the snow leopard"' (317) . The snow leopard
has come to symbolize Matthiessen's search for enlightenment.

The "he" is Tukten , one of the

porters who has accompanied Matthiessen and Schaller throughout their journey . Matthiessen
has come to see Tukten as the teacher he had hoped to find. Peter never does see the snow
leopard and though he has moments filled with joy and peace, he wisely never claims to have
attained enlightenment.
Schaller dedicates an entire chapter to his description of the lifeways of the snow leopard.
However, for him, the snow leopard has come to represent something entirely different from
what it signifies to Matthiessen. It reveals man's depredation of the land :
Though the cats can perhaps survive in zoos as relics of a better past, it is a sad
compromise. The mountains gave man soil, provided him with food, and stored
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his water, but he has taken almost everything, leaving the earth's bones bare. The
snow leopard might well serve as symbol of man's commitment to the future of
the mountain world (50).

Religion and
Spirituality
Though Matthiessen's work is predominantly religiously oriented, it contains both
scientific and spiritual insights. Matthiessen discusses in great detail the purpose and ways of
Zen Buddhism . As a religion it is much less sectarian and far more personally and concretely
spiritual than Western religions such as Christianity and Islam which are based on looking to the
afterlife and to an omnipotent being. The Eastern concept of spirituality seems to transcend ego
and lead to totality; however , Buddhists still have rules to follow.
In his communion with nature, Matthiessen becomes more spiritual concerning nature
rather than religious: "The fire-colored dragonflies in the early autumn air, the bent backs in
bright reds and yellows , the gleam on the black cattle and wheat stubble, the fresh green of the
paddies and the sparkling river--over everything lies an immortal light like transparent silver"
(16). This statement has many elements characteristic of haiku . Very often, Buddhists write
haiku to express experiences during meditation. Many of the teachings Matthiessen quotes
throughout The Snow Leopard and Nine-Headed Dragon River parallel this passage.
But then, through his connection with Schaller, he implements the scientific method:
There has been no real fighting or advanced sexual display of the sort that is
beginning to be seen in the western herds, although occasionally a male will
approach a female slowly, his extended neck held low, in what GS calls 'lowstretch' behavior, an overture to copulation. Since the Somdo herd has grown so
used to me that I can observe it comfortably, without binoculars, it is a pity that I
must leave it before full rut (240).
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A few sentences later, the spirituality returns: "... below lies the Crystal Monastery, with the
home mountains all around, the sky, and as the sheep browse, I chew dry bread, in this wonderful
immersion in pure sheep-ness" (240). Matthiessen clearly watches these bharal to aid Schaller in
his studies, but also seems to derive spiritual joy while doing so. The word "immersion" leads
one to understand Matthiessen's inner quiet--a sense of the totality of things. Perhaps Schaller
sees the sheep both as specimens and as something to be lost, whereas Matthiessen understands
them holistically, as an integral part of nature's beauty and his personal purpose in living.
The first quote, from page 240, reads much like a great deal of Schaller's book. Schaller's
field notes are highly detailed and extremely precise:
Ten males are together when a female suddenly appears among them ... After
much hooking and lunging only 3 males remain--two class V and one class IV .. .
Having lagged behind, the largest class V now arrives and displaces the rest .. .
(258) .
then later, "Although the rut is exciting to watch, I realize that the behavior of bharal is much
like that of both sheep and goats, that courtship patterns have remained conservative in
evolution" (259). Schaller takes several days' worth of notes and begins to draw conclusions.
His work has had only a few precursors and by comparing previous numbers to those he has
found on his expedition, Schaller, using the scientific method, discovers new information and
proves a hypothesis entertained but not seriously studied by previous zoologists.
Though Schaller's book often reads very much like a professional paper, he includes
highly aesthetic and unscientific descriptions. "I had learned nothing new that night, but the
hours of silence, the celestial beauty of the mountains in the moonlight, and, above all, the
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knowledge of having been a part of the snow leopard's world filled me with quiet ecstasy" (24).
This quote not only demonstrates a beautifully intimate description of the landscape around
Schaller, but gives insight into his thoughts. Though a somewhat hard-nosed scientist and a
solitary man, Schaller often illustrates his spiritual connection with nature through passages like
this one. Also, the reader may note how both Matthiessen and Schaller have a deep spiritual
reverence for the snow leopard . The sheep preoccupy Schaller scientifically, but his connection
with the snow leopard evokes contentment whether or not he can physically study it at that
moment: "The snow leopard represented not just a rare and beautiful cat whose habits I wanted
to study, but also the symbol of a search for something that seemed forever elusive" (9).
Whether Schaller would admit it or not, his spiritual contentment at this moment paradoxically
resounds with Zen.

Conservation as Religion
A strained voice pleads for the preservation of species and habitat in both authors' works,
but Schaller especially laments the rape of the lands he visits. It seems that no matter where he
goes the land has been stripped of trees and erodes quickly, because grazing herds rapidly deplete
the last forms of vegetation. Wood is extremely scarce and expensive, and people will travel
great distances to obtain firewood to sell at exorbitant rates in the cities. The people consider
meat a delicacy, and though killing animals violates their religion, they will do it for the coveted
meat supply that will feed an entire town. Even the Buddhist monks and the Lama of the Crystal
Monastery have trophies of dead animals. The fact that those in charge of protecting the sheep,
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goat, and snow leopard species will allow the villagers to hunt the animals as long as the
"protector" receives either a trophy or meat in return proves a lamentable irony. The following
passages illustrate some of Schaller's depictions of the devastated land, and his pleas for
reformation of habits before the people of these remote areas cause the extinction of all local
species, including themselves.
"There is now a great dying as man exterminates species and otherwise reduces
the earth's complexity" (69).
On Karakoram: "To me the most startling discovery was the extent to which the
mountains have been devastated by man. Forests have become timber and
firewood, slopes have turned into fields, grass has vanished into livestock and
wildlife into the bellies of hunters" (97).
"Anyone who consciously observes the exponential destruction of wilderness
becomes almost automatically an advocate for the natural world. To conserve a
remnant of beauty becomes an ideal and this ideal possesses one until it becomes
a faith: it takes a believer to understand sacrilege" (100).

This last quote comes closest to defining Schaller's "religion." Later in his book, Schaller
notes how much Western cultures could learn from Eastern religions in their appreciation for all
things natural. In addition, both Schaller and Matthiessen openly write about their
disappointment when they see how quickly animal species are becoming extinct in territories
nominally Buddhist.
Schaller seems to worship nature with a logical and scientific spirituality. It seems as
though conservation has become a growing faith over the last two centuries. It constitutes an
active faith where living in harmony with and preserving nature have become the primary
"commandments" or "paths" by which believers live. But like Eastern religions and practices,
this following appears more spiritual than sectarianly religious, and deeply based in ecology-27

though believers can be anyone from scientists to hippies. Naturalists all seem to want the same
thing. Unity, not dichotomy is their goal.
In Western tradition, dichotomous subjects almost never allow for harmony or unity. For
instance, the controversy over The Two Cultures by C. P. Snow has undergone fierce debate in
the very recent past. The "two cultures" refer to the "literary intellectuals" and the "natural
scientists." Snow's original purpose in his lecture was to contribute to the realization of '"Peace.
Food. No more people than the earth can take. That is the cause"' (lxxi). Snow had recognized
the communication gap widening between the literary intellectuals and the scientists, and noted
how each group nearly shunned the other because they could not talk about common subjects, or
agree on the resolution of certain problems. But in the end, Snow argued for a unity of the two
cultures for the betterment of humankind . Hence, Schaller and Matthiessen's break from
tradition has at least one commonality with the work of C. P. Snow. All three realized the
essential need for unity in all things .
Matthiessen, more explicitly than Schaller, illustrates how science, spirituality, and nature
can complement each other. Matthiessen argues from a mystical perspective. He states that what
we see "is Maya, or Illusion, the 'magic show' ofNature" (66). Science and Zen Buddhism (of
which Nature is an integral part), "Both agree that human mechanisms of perceptions, stunted as
they are by screens of social training that close out all but the practical elements in the sensory
barrage, certainly transcend mere physical evidence" (64). In this statement, Matthiessen
precisely reiterates the problems that plagued Snow's "two cultures"--"human mechanisms of
perception" and the "screens of social training."
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Conclusion
In this essay, I hope to have shown how important and instructive a unified approach to
science and spirituality can be. The environment and writings about its preservation seem to lead
to a search for connection--for harmony--for education. Both science and sectarian religion have
been known both to educate and to baffle, but a personal spirituality often leads to solitude and
communion with the natural world. Nature writers such as Matthiessen and Schaller, no matter
how different personally or professionally, find common ground in the way they can synthesize
science and spirituality when addressing the wonders of the natural world. Perhaps with the aid
of writers like Matthiessen and Schaller, the western and eastern traditions will meld their ways
of thinking before the natural world and everything that depends upon it are destroyed.
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